
PLANT OPERATOR – RMW: 

Job Description  

WHAT YOUR JOB WILL INVOLVE: 

We are looking to hire a person to help in our operations. Internally, we call the position a Plant Operator of Regulated Medical 
Waste (RMW). An RMW Plant Operator has a widely varying role, from checking in containers, double checking paperwork, moving/
unloading specific waste containers, and operating a forklift to load an autoclave. The ideal Plant Operator is an individual who likes 
variety in their work and can think through practical problems. As an entrepreneurial company, we are passionate about building a 
strong team-driven culture that enables our staff to forge their own career path. 

Use of our large machines, to:

• Weigh incoming sharps and regulated medical waste containers (using our Weighbridge)

• Load/operate our autoclave machine (a pressure chamber to melt materials)

• Load the robotic washer (container washing + sanitization process) 

Drive a forklift and operate hand trucks once trained

Lifting up to 55lbs and pushing four-wheeled carts that can weigh up to 200lbs

Provide attention to detail, especially with the process documentation

Standing for extended periods of time without physical discomfort 

Can work well with a team because we are all about teamwork!

WHO ARE WE? WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO JOIN US? 

SO, WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

We are a healthcare service company providing safety systems and medical waste collection for hospitals, medical centers, surgical 
centers, nursing homes and an array of customers within the healthcare setting. Our focus is delivering quality and safety-focused 
medical waste management services that reduce needlestick injuries, positively impact infection control and reduce environmental 
burden. As a service to our customers we dispose and treat medical waste on site at our treatment facilities across the U.S.

Someone with a can-do attitude who is committed to efficient, timely scheduling that has previous experience in a labor-intensive job. 
A person that we can rely on to ascend and become one of the leaders on our production team.  

Delivering an integral service to healthcare, Daniels is a fast-growing company offering full time roles that provide benefits, sick leave 
and vacation leave from day one. As a company we highly value our people and strive to create a strong culture that drives teamwork 
and personal fulfillment. We are looking for an individual that is committed to supporting team goals. 
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